Errata for Panzerarmee Afrika (AH)

The following errata for Panzerarmee Afrika appeared in the General magazine (Vol 22 No. 1).

8.65 Do units eliminated get to counterattack?
A. In case you had any doubts, a defending force either eliminated or so reduced that it has an enhanced
strength less than that of the attacker still get to roll on the "0" column, just as do (9.7) units eliminated by an
overrun

10.5 May supply units out of Command Control be used to create Maximum Attack Supply?
A. No.

10.8 What happens to a captured Supply unit when the capturing player has all of his supply units in play?
A. It is eliminated instead. Of course, the capturing player could have destroyed one of his own supply units
during the Attack Supply Segment in order to replace the soon to be captured enemy supply unit.

10.92 May German units which begin their turn in general supply continue their move once they have moved
outside the 20 MP supply range?
A. Yes.

12.0 May Allied units which are out of command continue to move?
A. No

13.2 May units move into a fort-controlled hex if they are unable to attack with at least 0 superiority? If so must
they attack or are they considered to have made an ineffectual attack?
A. Such units may move into the controlled hex and are considered in have made an ineffectual attack.

14.3 Can you elaborate a bit on "augmentation"?
A. Note that when a unit is augmented, the original brigade is removed from play. If both the RSPs are
available and the augmentation ceiling allows it, a unit can be augmented by two SPs in a single turn. In
addition, again supposing that both the RSPs are available and the augmentation ceiling allows it, units can be
augmented in the turn which they arrive. This is true even if the unit is arriving from the Cadre Box. Finally,
units out of Command Control may also be augmented.

14.3 If an augmented unit is destroyed in combat or overrun, may the augmented unit be rebuilt immediately to
its augmented strength?
A. No: the original strength unit must be rebuilt first and the augmentation procedure repeated in its entirety
for the unit to regain its former strength.

17.14 May the Axis player claim control of Tobruk with a truck unit in order to allow his reinforcements to land
there?
A. No, only a combat unit may fulfill the requirements.